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Optical Switching NetworksCambridge University Press, 2008
Optical Switching Networks describes all the major switching paradigms developed for modern optical networks, discussing their operation, advantages, disadvantages and implementation. Following a review of the evolution of optical WDM networks, an overview of the future trends out. The latest developments in optical access, local, metropolitan, and...
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Quality Software Project ManagementPrentice Hall, 2002

	The practical handbook of software project management by practitioners, for practitioners! Endorsed by the Software Quality Institute (SQI), teaching skills you can use right now to drive maximum business value in any project-large or small. Softcover.


	Quality Software Project...
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Configuring Citrix Metaframe for Windows 2000 Terminal ServicesSyngress Publishing, 2000
Citrix MetaFrame can deliver Windows-based applications to any user, anywhere regardless of network connection, LAN protocol, or client operating system. Configuring Citrix MetaFrame for Windows 2000 Terminal Services is written for system administrators who are deploying Citrix MetaFrame in a Windows 2000 environment. It examines MetaFrame's...
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Harnessing Green IT: Principles and Practices (Wiley - IEEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	“Ultimately, this is a remarkable book, a practical testimonial, and a comprehensive bibliography rolled into one. It is a single, bright sword cut across the various murky green IT topics. And if my mistakes and lessons learned through the green IT journey are any indication, this book will be used every day by folks interested in...
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Digital Design with CPLD Applications and VHDLThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Ideal for a first course in digital electronics, yet comprehensive enough for use by students at the senior design project level and EET professionals, Digital Design with CPLD Applications and VHDL uses programmable logic as the primary vehicle for instructing readers in the principles of digital design. More specifically, emphasis is on Complex...
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Pattern Recognition Technologies and Applications: Recent Advances (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
The nature of handwriting in our society has significantly altered over the ages due to the introduction of new technologies such as computers and the World Wide Web. With increases in the amount of signature verification needs, state of the art internet and paper-based automated recognition methods are necessary.
Pattern Recognition...
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Time-Domain Computer Analysis of Nonlinear Hybrid SystemsCRC Press, 2001
"Easy to read, concise, and complete." -Alfy Riddle, IEEE Microwave Magazine

…Easy to read, concise, and complete.
 -Alfy Riddle, IEEE Microwave Magazine

The analysis of nonlinear hybrid electromagnetic systems  poses significant challenges that essentially demand reliable numerical methods. In recent...
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A Field Guide to Wireless LANs for Administrators and Power UsersPrentice Hall, 2003
	Deploy, manage, and troubleshoot any wireless LAN ... home or business
	WLAN technology for non-experts: clear, accurate, easy
	Proven quick-start configurations for Windows®, and Linux®, and MacOS®
	No-hassle wireless security solutions
	Covers IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b,...
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Grid Computing SecuritySpringer, 2007
Grid computing is widely regarded as a technology of immense potential in both industry and academia. Yet many enterprises are still hesitant about the implementation of an enterprise-level grid system, due to the lack of consistent and widely used standards. Security is probably the most important concern and needs both close understanding and...
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Wireless Networking (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and rules of thumb. Guaranteed not to gather dust on a shelf!

Wireless Networking: Design, Optimize, Implement delivers readers from the...
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Dawn of the Electronic Age: Electrical Technologies in the Shaping of the Modern World, 1914 to 1945John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Electrical power is supplied to virtually every home and workplace in our industrialized world. Providing a much-needed comprehensive overview of electrical and electronics history, Dawn of the Electric Age takes an international perspective within a chronological framework. The book explains how our engineering knowledge and its main applications...
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Applied C++: Practical Techniques for Building Better SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2003
"I really like the software engineering advice given here. As  the chief engineer/architect for a large development group, I can say with  certainty that the advice given in this book about how real-world projects must  work is right on the mark."
-Steve Vinoski, coauthor of Advanced CORBA  Programming with C++,...
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